
 

Consilium is one of the world’s leading suppliers of safety and navigation products and solutions. The 
product portfolio comprises systems for fire protection, gas and emission detection, automation systems 
and navigational equipment, among other things. Systems and products are mainly marketed towards 
shipyards and ship owners, together with the oil and gas industry. The guiding-star of Consilium’s total 
offerings is to contribute in the protection of lives, material assets and the environment. Consilium’s goal 
is to be the customer’s first choice when safety matters and to offer superior customer value. The 
ambition is to become a global leader within well defined market and product areas, by utilization of the 
Group’s combined competence, long experience and successful innovations – and thereby create long-
lasting shareholder value. Consilium is publicly listed on the OMX Nordic Exchange, has more than 400 
employees and a turnover exceeding 900 MSEK. 
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Consilium receives new coastal radar systems order 
Consilium has received an order to deliver radar systems for the surveillance of 
waters outside Cape Verde as well as a supplementary order for a coastal radar 
system previously delivered in Mexico. The combined order value is more than 4 
MSEK. 
 
The new order includes radar systems for four radar sites (VTS) which will be 
constructed at strategic locations in the Cape Verde archipelago. The VTS systems, 
the first in a comprehensive series, will apart from the traditional surveillance of 
waterways and harbor entrances also be able to monitor oil spills and sea pollution. 
Delivery of this first order will be completed during 2009. 
 
“Consilium cooperates with several world leading VTS system integrators and these 
orders confirm our strong offering. We are seeing an increased demand for coastal 
and harbour radar surveillance leading to both new deals and extensions of existing 
systems”, said Ove Hansson, Consilium’s President and CEO. 
 
VTS stands for Vessel Traffic Service (System) – radar systems configurated for 
surveillance of waterways, harbour traffic and sensitive coastal areas. 
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